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If Undelivered Please return to
Development Research Communication & Services Centre

58A Dharmatala Road, Bose Pukur, Kasba, Calcutta - 700 042

AGRICULTURE

— AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Book
Citizen's Guide book on Entitlements Under Right to Food

Programmes,The national Gurantee Act and the National

Food Security Ordinance, 2013  - 9254/07.01A.30/ ACT

Action Aid

Sub : Food Policy / Employment / Ordinance

Pub : Actionaid, 2B, Mandovi Apartments, Ambari, Guwhati

- 781001

62p;

In recent yerars the Government of India has been imple-

menting a set of welfare schemes that seek to provide food

and nutritional security to the most vulnerable populations

in the country. These along with the Mahatma Gandhi Na-

tional Rural Employment Gurantee Act are expected to pro-

vide a wide range of protections which gurantee food,

nutrional support and employment. This guidebook provides

basic information on these Schemes, Programmes and  Acts

in an easy and accessible format.

Article
Participatory Gurantee Systems : Making Organic

Crtification More Accessible for Small Scale farmers-

9263/ 07.01A.10/ CAS

Castro, Flavia & Kirchner, Cornelia

Sub. : Agricultural Policy / Organic Agriculture

Pub : Leisa India, C/O AME Foundation No.204, 100 feet

Ring Road, 3rd Phase3rd Stage, Bangalore - 560085

2013, Vol. 15, Issue 2, 24-25p;

The article talkes about Participatory Gurantee Scheme or

PGS which have proven to be a practical alternative to third

party certification and an effective way to develop local

markets for organically produced food.

Financial and Distributional Implications of the Food

Security Law - 9265/ 07.01A.30 / MIS

Mishra, Prachi

Sub. Food Policy / Law

Pub :EPW, C/O320-321 A-Z Industrial Estate, Ganapatrao

Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400132

2013, Vol. XLVIII, , Issue 39,28-30p;

The National Food Security Bill ( NFSB) generated in mid-

September is an important effort to ensure that the majority

of population of India has access to an adequate food at an

affordable price. The article has elaborated on the financial

aspect of the Bill and what would be its effect on the overall

population of India.

Cost of Implementing the National Food Security Act- 9266

/ 07.01A.30 / SIN

Sinha, Dipa

Sub. : Food Policy / Act

Pub : EPW, C/O 320-321, A-Z Industrial Estate, Ganapatrao

Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013

2013, Vol. XLVIII, Issue -39,  31-34p;

The article provides a critical insight in the recently

implemented National Food Security Bill. Accoding to the

article, the response towards this Bill, clearly depicts the

glaring disconnect between the few who are propering and

the majority of the population  that is still grappling with

access to basic amenities related to food, health, education

and work .

Occassional Papers
Khadhya Suraksha, Khadhya Sarbovoumotwa O Khadhya

Prapti- 1643/ 12 - 015/ 07.01.00 / 1643

Paul, Anupam

Sub. :Agricultural Development and Food Policy

Pub : Published in 'Lipi Nagarik' August 2012

2012,  4p;

This paper deals with the agricultural policy and food policy

in respect of  food security and food soverginity in our

country. It presents  the data from 1951 - 2007 on the quantity

of food grains which is alloted for per person per day in our

country. It deals with the food policy in different times and

also the international policy related with the food security

and food soverginity.

— LAND ECONOMICS

E-Book
Women and Land Securing Rights for Better Lives - E0709

/ 07.02.10/ BUD

Budlender, Debbie & Eileen, Alma

Sub. : Land Tenure/ Women / Poverty

Pub : IDRC, P.O. Box 8500, Ottawa, ON, Canada K1G 3H9

2011,  110p;

 Land is an important source of security against poverty

across the developing world, but , in many places, unequal

rights to land put women at a disadvantage, perpetuate

poverty, and entrench gender inequality. Surprisingly little

detailed information exists on women’s relationship with

land, and even less comes from women themselves. This
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book aims to help fil that gap, drawing on research funded

by IDRC over many years.

— CULTIVATION PRACTICES

Book
Manual On Principles and Practices of System of Rice

Intensification (SRI) - 9255/07.05A.00 / GOT

Govt. of Tripura, Dept. Of Agriculture

Sub. : Cultivation Practices/ Cereals

Pub :Dept. of Agriculture, Govt. of Tripura, Tripura

59p;

This book let describes the princeples and methodology

of system of rice intensification.

More Rice, Less Water Small State, Big Results -

Experience of SRI in Tripura, India- 9258/07.05A.00/ WWF

WWF

Sub. : Cultivation Practices / Cereals

Pub : WWF Project'Dialogue on Water, Food and

Environment' C/o ICRISAT, Patancheru, Hyderabad- 502324

2007, 48p;

This book presents the experience of SRI system which

followed for rice cultivation in the state of Tripura. The state

is achieveing a good result  in implementation of SRI

methods to produce more rice with sustaintially less water,

seed and other inputs through SRI.This book is only a

snapshot and not an exhustive documentation of what

Tripura has achieved.

Article
Natural Resource Management by the Galo Tribe of

Arunachal Pradesh - 9260/ 07.05A.00 / BOR

Bora, Sudipta Sankar & Others

Sub: Cultivation Practices/ Natural Resource Management

/ Tribes

Pub : Asian Agri History c/o Asian Agri History Foundation,

47 ICRISAT Colony, Brig. Sayeed Road, Secunderabad -

500009

2013, Vol. 17, Issue - 4, 335-343 p;

The article is a case study of sustainable agricultureal

practice in Arunachal Pradesh of India. The cultivation

Practice traditionally known as Jhum Kheti, have been there

for long time but had taken a backseat on wake of

technology intensive farming system. The Galo tribe has

broughtback this traditional practice, which is based on

rich indigenous ecological knowledge gained over the

generations. The article is beautifully organized with data

chart and snaps of the traditional practice.

Vegetable Cultivation by School Children : A Case Study -

9261/ 07.05A.00 / SHA

Mandal, Ananda Kumar

Sub :Cultivation Practices/ Vegetables & Tubers /

Students

Pub:Vikas Vani Journal, C/O Xavier Institrute of

Management, Jabalpur, 4 Mile MandlaRoad, Tilhari,

Jabalpur - 482021

I2013, Vol. 7, Issue - 2, 80-97p;

This is a case study on production of vegetable by school

children. India happenes to be second largest producer of

vegetable in the world.The objective of the programme was

to feed the children healthier food, while preserving and

enhancing the health of the planet. The article provides a

detailed methodology of sustainable vegetable cultivation

practices. The annexure at the end of article gives

quantitative estimates of the vegetable production.

Food Security in Flood Prone Areas : SRI Shows the Way

- 9262/ 07.05A.00 / KHA

Khadka, Ram Bahadur & Rawal, Ranjana

Sub :Cultivation Practices/ Cereals/ Flood Prone Area

Pub: Leisa India, C/O AME Foundation, No 204, 100 feet

Ring Road, 3rd Phase, Banashankari 2nd Block, 3rd

Stage, Bangalore - 560085

2013, Vol. 15, Issue - 1, 27-29p;

The article narrates a case study on a specific type of cul-

tivation practice in production of paddy called SRI technol-

ogy which  have helped farmers of Kailali district of Nepal

to producepaddy crops in the midstof threat from floodsv in

Northern hilly districts of mid and far western development

region.

Growing Organically : Enhancing Knowledge Through

Cultural Exchange - 9264/ 07.05A.13 / TEW

Tewari, Harish & Tewari, Poonam

Sub:  Organic Agriculture / Cultural Relation/ Knowledge

Develop

Pub: Leisa India C/O AME Foundation No 204,100 Feet

Ring Road, 3rd Phase, Banashankari 2nd Block, 3rd

Stage, Bangalore - 560085

2013,  Vol. 15, Issue - 3,  21- 24p;

The article is on the acturities of WWOOF better known as

World Widw Opportunities. On Organic farms India, set up

in the state of Uttarakhand, and it works towards filling the

gap in organic farming practices by providing technical

support to farmers interested in  starting Organic Farming.

— AGRI SCIENCE & RESEARCH

Occassional Papers
Krishir Bikash Jeentwatta Ebang Gene Prujukti-1642/

07.06.00/ 1642

Chakraborty, Tushar

Sub : Agricultural  Science & Research / Agri Develop-

ment & Food Policy

Pub: Forum Against Monopolistic Agression, Kolkata

2012, 8p;

This booklet briefs the development of agriculture and gene

theory and gene technology. It points out that the gene tech-

nology enters in the agriculturral field  through seeds which

introduced by multinational companies. Genetically modi-

fied seeds  has been trying to occupy the empire of tradi-

tional seed.Farmer's right on seeds is facing

endangerdness. To save our agriculture,  traditional knowl-

edge, it is need to develop a relationship between the

knowledge of gene technology  and traditional knowledge.

E-Book
GM Food Safety Assessment Tool for Trainer- E0715/

07.06.00 / FAO

FAO

Sub :Agriculture Research / Training Manual

Pub: FAO, Rome , Italy

2019, 203p;
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TFAO recognizes that biotechnology  provides powerful tools

for the sustainable development of agriculture,fisheries

and forestry, as well as the food industry. When appropri-

ately integrated with other technologies for the production

of food, agricultural products and services, biotechnology

can be of significant assistance in meeting the needs of

an expanding and increasingly urbanized population in the

next millennium, this training tool as part of our ongoing

commitment to support membr countries to strengthen their

capacity to assesss the safety of foods derived from mod-

ern biotechnology and to manage better all relevant issues

in protecting public health, agricultural production and the

environment.

— PLANT PRODUCTION

Occassional Papers
Besoj Uddbidher Loukik Byobohar O Medhaswatto

Adhikarh- 1641/12-013/ 07.07.00 / 1641

Pal, Dulal Chandra & Ghosh, Pranoykanti (Comp)

Sub :Plant Production/Community Health & MCH

Pub: Science & Technology Sansad And Dept., Govt. of

West Bengal, Kolkata

2012,10p;

This folder presents some of medicitional plants mainly

use for preparation of  herbal medicine for primary dis-

eases. It also mentions that there is opportunity of the com-

mercial cultivation of medicinal plants.It also says  the need

of  herbal garden in homestead land which helps to revital-

ize the herbal plants and secure the use of medicine in

local processing method. It discusses on the herbal plants,

traditional system of  medicine and Intelecctual Property

Rights.

— FISHERY

Book
Prashikshan Pustika Macchchasher Gurutwa ebang

Biganvitik Macchchasher doinindan karjokramer

Sankhipto Biboron- 9256/ 07.10.14 / GOT

Govt. of Tripura, Fishery Dept.

Sub : Psciculture/ Training Manual

Pub: Dept. of Fishery, Government of Tripura, Tripura

2010, 36p;

This training manual discusses on the importance and

need of fish cultivation and production of fish in Tripura. It

mentions the development of water resources for fish cul-

tivation, the importance of soil and water for cultivation of

developed quality fish, serial activities regarding scientific

fish cultivation, Conventional significant processes of fish

cultivation in Trip[ura, Selection of fish for cultivation etc.

Baromasbayapi Macchchasher Dharabahik Koroniyo Kaj

- 9257/ 07.10.14 / GOT

Govt. of Tripura, Fishery Dept.

Sub : Psciculture

Pub: Dept. of Fishery, Government of Tripura, Tripura

 24p;

This booklet presents the activities related to fish cultiva-

tion along the whole year which followed by fisherman to

increase the fish production.

— BIOLOGY/ FOOD/ HEALTH

e-Book
Hungama - Fighting Hunger & Malnutrition - E 0703/

15.03.00 / DAL

Daley, Tamara & Others

Sub : Nutrition/ Children / Malnutrition

Pub: Naandi Foundation, 502, Trendset Towers, Road 2,

Banjara Hills, Hyderabad 500034

2011, 139p;

This publication consists data on nutritional status of chil-

dren, it also captures the voice of mothers and takes a

quick look at the Anganwadi Centres in villages across

100 districts in Injdia. Naandi Foundation deployed a

trained team of over 1000 surveyors who interviewed 74,

020 mothers and meausered 109,093 children in 4

months.This report is dedicated to the mothers in this coun-

try and the huge army of social workers, Anganwadi Work-

ers and other government functionaries engaged in this

movement against child malnutrition.It will serve as the

basis for a joint action plan that the country will adopt in

order to bring  about dramatic change in the nutrition pro-

file of our children.

ECONOMY /INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Book
Bishwayan O Bharater Krishi Arthanit i- 9278/ 01.02.00/

BHU

Bhukta, Anindya

Sub : New International Economic Order/ Agricultural

Economy/ Globalisation

Pub: Granthamitra, 1B Raja Lane, Kokata - 700009

Isbn. : 81-88171-40-9

2007,94p; 40/-

This book compiles articles have been written by author in

different times and published in various journals.The fo-

cus of the articles is globalisation and agricultural economy

of India. The impact of globalisation on agriculture economy

and due to globalisation the changes in agriculure which

have been faced by farmers as well as general people

also.

Bharatiya Parikalpanar Itihas-9273/ 02.01.00 / BHU

Bhukta, AnindyaG

Sub : National Planning /History

Pub: Progresive Publishers, 37A College Street, Kolkata

- 700073

Isbn. :81-8064-034-5

2009,  2nd Edition, 348p; 140/-

This book presents the history of the indian five year plan-

ning form the 1st five year planning to 11th five year

planning.This edition includes 11th planing and side by

side it also presents a total evaluation of 10 th five year

planing. It includes a brief economic event calender of sixty

years after independnce in annexure 2. A statistical compi-

lation of 1950-51 to 2000-01 is added in annexure.

Pratirodh -O- Unnayan : Struggle for Human Rights  and

Goverance- 9268/ 02.01.00 / PAR

Parvez, Altaf

Sub : Development/ Human Rights/ Movement

Pub: Nagorik uddyog, House #8/14, Block -B, Lalmatia,

Dhaka - 1207, Bangladesh

Isbn. : 984-300-000486-6
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2017, 164p; 100 taka

This book presents human rights movements organized

by the people of Bangladesh in different issues which are

apperently allinated from one to anotter but they are united

in a one chain towards the aim to free people from the

shackle of capital and power.

Community Initiatives and Welfare Schemes- 9259/

02.03.00 / CHA

Chatterjee, Abhijeet (comp)

Sub : Welfare Schemes/ Community Participation

Pub: Progressive Publishers, 37A, College Street, Kolkata

- 700073

Isbn. : 978-81-8064-225-8

2013, 472p; 400/-

Community initiative and social welfare schemes have

greater impact to the society as these are considered im-

portant instrument of social development. Keeping in view

of the current situation, the aim of this work is to inform to

the various categories of the different sections of the people

like policy makers, administrators, researchers, teachers,

and students etc to compile a glimpse view of the commu-

nity service initiatives in India run or administered by the

different agencies.This compendium has two parts. 1st

part deals with Community Initiatives  and the 2nd

partdiscussed about the Social Welfare Schemes in India.

The arrangement of such initiatives and the schemes cov-

ered in this book have been made chronologically so that

origin and development of such schemes and initiatives

can be understood.

Alternative Economic Survey, India 2011 : Economic

Growth & Development in India-Deepen in Divergence-

9253 /03.04100 / ASG

Asg & IPEA

Sub :Economic Surveys / Economic Growth / Develop-

ment

Pub: Yuva Samvad Prakashan, 167A/ GH-2, Paschim

Vihar, New Delhi - 110063

Isbn. : 81-902586-4-8

2012, 181p; 225/-

The17th Issue of Alternative Economic Survey- India 2011

examines how is India doing in terms of some key aspects

bearing on the lives and futire of her people, specially as a

result of the market-guided policies of the day. On the ba-

sis of the examination of the policies and behyaviour of the

economy under the control of the state patrinized and pam-

pered corporate giants,it emerges that the big organized

capital is able to ride a rough shod on the far larger infor-

mal/ unorganized sector.Each paperpresents the analysis

and opinions of its author.

HOPE Stories : A Compilation of Human Interest Stories

on Livelihood- 9251/ 3.02.00 / IGS

IGSSS ( Indo-Global Social Service Society)

Sub : Maternal & Child health/ Feeding

Pub: IGSSS, 28, Institutional Area, Lodhi Road, New Delhi

- 110003

18p;

"HOPE" , a resource book, presents success stories from

across the country of ordinary people accessing social

security schemes under the PEARL(People's Empower-

ment for Accessing Rights to Livelihood) project. It is also

an attempt to showcase successful practices for the ben-

efit of development experts and other social development

practioners in the field so that a medium for a healthy ex-

change of experiences and ideas can be developed. This

publication provides the reader with an overview of jour-

neys of change undertaken by individuals from across the

country, from various projects which are currently being

implemented or have been completed. Being particularly

vulnerable to issues of food security,food production and

accessing services, the printed case studies highlight as-

pects related to community awareness and empowerment,

as well as look at community participation in poverty re-

duction projects spread throughout the country.

Life and Livelihood Security-9250 / 03.02.00 / IGS

IGSSS (Indo-Global Social Service Society)

Sub. : LIvelihoods / Vulnerable Population/

IGSSS, 28, Institutional Area, Lodhi Road,

Pub : New Delhi - 110003, BMZ & Welt Hunger Hilfe

38p;

IIGSSS PEARL programme, which has been implemented

in the last three and half years covering 39,860 socially

and economically marginalised families from 57 districts

in 5 states in India, was designed to ensure livelihood

security of the most vulnerable population by mobilising

and empowering them to access their rights and entitle-

ments given in the ongoing livelihood security related re-

lated direct or indirect programmes  run by the Government.

This intervention has widened IGSSS experience in deal-

ing with the issues related to Livelihood and food security

of the most vulnerable families with special reference to

effects of MGNREGA schemes.The  present research study

seeks to unfold those experiences and share those expe-

riences with different stakeholders including the most vul-

nerable population and Government to make the

MGNREGA scheme more effective in mitigating the liveli-

hood insecurity of the most vulnerable populaton.The study

has bee designed to collect primary and secondary data

from stakeholders involved in implementation of MGNREGA

schemes in five sample districts in the states of Rajasthan,

M.P.Karnataka, A.P.Qualitative and Quantitative data was

used for preparing this report.

e-Book
Harvesting Feminist Knowledge for Public Policy- E0708/

02.04.00 / JAI

Jain, Devaki & Diane, Elson

Sub : Socio- Economic Condition/ Women

Pub: Sage Publications India Pvt. Ltd, New Delhi - 110044

2011, 394p;

This volume brings together 14 chapters, by femonist think-

ers from different parts of the world, reflecting on problems

of current patterns of development and arguing for politi-

cal, economic, and social changes to promote equality

and sustainability. This publication offers the view points

of a number of women activists and thinkers who envision

a world that enhances and builds the capacities and

creativities of all people through the establishment of more
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just and inclusive economies that respect, protect, and

fullfill the entire existing spectrum of human rights.

Strengthening Rural Livelihoods - E0705/ 03.02.00 / KAL

Kala, Shalini & David J, Grimshaw (Ed)

Sub : Livelihoods / Information Dissemination

Pub: IDRC, P.O. Box.  8500, Otawa, On, Canada K1G 3H9

2011, 169p;

This book makes an important, and much needed, contribution to

understanding the ways in which ICTs influence rural livelihoods. It upported

studies in China, India, the Phillippines and Sri Lanka. It looked at the use

of ‘Information Communications technologies’ (ICTs) in providing agricultural

extension services, getting timely market price information, finding out

about rural wage labour opportunities, helping rural communities to build a

sustainable asset base and understanding crop diseases and soil nutrition.

Sustainable Cities : Local Solutions in the Global South-

E0720/ 03.02.00 / ROB

Robertson, Melanie

Sub : Livelihoods / Food Security

Pub: IDRC,New Delhi, India

2011, 191p;

Efforts by the international community to promote develop-

ment and reduce poverty have traditionally concentrated

on rural regions, thereby overlooking the urban factor.

Through nine case studies, the book addresses the di-

verse urban sustainability challenges facing cities in the

Global South, such as tenure policy, water management,

sustainable housing, waste treatment and recycling prac-

tices, urban agriculture, and construction practices. The

book thereby aims to promote sustainable, locally driven

solutions devised by the populations and authioritieswho

are struggling in the face of poverty.

EDUCATION/TRAINING

e-Book
Resource Mobilization A Practical Guide for Research &

Community Based Organizations / E-0711/ 06.05.00/ VFR

Venture For Fund Raising

Sub. : Training Methods

Pub. : Venture For Fund Raising, Metro Manila, Pholippines

1605

2010, 68p;

This practical guide book supports and promotes new and

creative thinking on resource mobilization for development

research, and can be used by organizations with different

levels of skills and experience. This guidebook documents

some of the training and capacity - building activities

supported by IDRC and implemented by Venture for Fund

Raising, with the invaluable input of experts on topics such

as negotiations, finacial management, proposal - writing

and communications. The book is the result of several

years of field- testing and incorporates feedback, and ideas

from IDRC partners and colleuges.It Complements training

material,case studies,and other resources.

 — ENVIRONMENT / EARTH SCIENCES

Book
Jalaja Gachpala - 9276/ 16.02A.13 / CHA

Chakraborty, Nalinikanta

Sub :Aquatic Plants

Pub:Jnan Bichitra Prakashani,11 Jagannathbari Road,

Agartala - 799001

Isbn. : 978-81-8266-209-4

2010, 64p; 40/-

This book  discusses on the aquatic plants which grow in

various water reservoirs in our surroundings. It focuses on

the plants which generally grow in fresh water and in some

cases it describes the plants which grow in salt water. .

Paschimbange Hati SanrakshanB- 9279/ 16.05.11/ GWB

Govt of West Bengal, Forest Dept.

Sub : Wild Life/ Wild Animals/ Elephants

Pub : Forest Dept. Govt. of West Bengal, Bikash Bhavan

(North Block) 3rd Floor, Salt Lake,Kolkata - 700091

77p;

This book discusses on the conservation of land specially

forest and wild land for elephant project. Not only forest

land but corridors are also consider for conservation.

Changing Climate- 9252/ 17.02.00/ IGS

IGSSS ( Indo-Global Social Service Society)

Sub :Climate/ Livelihoods/ Coastal Region

Pub:IGSSS, 28 Institutional Area, Lodhi Road, New Delhi -

110003

42p;

This publication describes the impact of climate change on
the livelihoods of the communities living along the coastal
tract of Odhisha, Andhra Pradesh,  & West Bengal.This pub-
lication is prepared on the basis of the action research study
on Climate Change which was commissioned by IGSSS
under its People's Empowerment for Accessing Rights to

Livelihood (PEARL) programme.

MatirKhanija Maulya O Udvid Pusti-  9274 / 17.04.00 / GHO
Ghosh, Sudipta Kumar & Saha, DipankarDutta Gupta,
Milan kanti
Sub :Soil Sciences / Plant Nutrition/ Minerals
Pub : West Bengal Book Board, Arjya Manson, 6A, Raja
Subodh Mallick Square, Kolkata - 700013
Isbn. : 81-247-0628-X
2009, x+330p; 100/-
This book deals with the soil science, plant nutrition. Plant
nutrition means the chemicalchanges of living components
which are exsisting in the plant body. This book tries to say
that how much  plant nutrition  is generated if it  gets ad-
equate amont of food and then it will be possible to in-
crease production of crops.

State and District Water and Sanitation Missions
Guidelines for Effective Functioning - 9249 /17.05.12/ GOI
GOI, Minst. Of Rural Development
Sub : Water Supply/ Sanitation/ GuidelinesClimate/

Coastal Region/ Disasters

Pub : Dept. of Drinking Water, Minist of Rural Develop-

ment, GOI, New Delhi

2010, 28p;

This booklet presents the guidelines for effective function-

ing  of  State and District Water and Sanitation Missions.
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The recommended structure for implementing rural water

and sanitation programmes at the state lavel is at annex -I.

A suggested agenda for the SWSM and DWSm meeting is

at Annex- II & III. And monitoring format  at  Annex - IV.

Occassional Papers
Vulnerable Commun ities Demand Climate Justice- 1636/

12-008 / 17.02.00/ 1636

Rahaman, Atiq

Sub :Climate/ Socio- Economic Condition

Pub : Published in Daily Star

2009, 3p;

 This paper deals with the climate  justice demanded by

vulnerable communities who are bound to continue to suffer

due to impacts of climate change. Regarding this the author

mentions some key points  - the industrialised countries

take responsibilities as act now, climate victimsfacing

threats of social conflicts, greatest strategic threat, limit to

adaptation, climate politics, emerging economics, LDCs

and MVCs, new knowledge contimum, the poorest pay the

highest costs, mitigation first and adaptation to,

Copenhagen a key milestone etc.

Copenhagen and Beyound 1637/12-009/17.02.00/1637

BCAS

Sub :Climate/ International Treates/ Regulations

Pub :Published in Daily Star

2009, 4p;

This paper discusses on the Copenhagen Coference on

Climate Change  and the the condition which exsist

beyound the conference.

Climate Change and Human Rights- 1638/ 12-010/

17.02.00/ 1638

BCAS

Sub : Climate / Human Rights

Pub : Published in Daily Star

2009, 2p;

Global climate change has emerged as the greatest threat

facing humankind today. The climate change impacts likely

to undermine various fundamental human rights and basic

securities. This papers deals with the human rights which

are threatned by climate change specially poor in the

developing countries.

Bangladesh's Role in Climate Negotiations - 1639/12-011/

17.02.00/ 1639

BCAS

Sub : Climate

Pub : Published in Daily Star

2011, 4p;

This paper presents the role of Bangladesh in climate

negotiation. Bangladesh's focus continues to remain

rightfully on adaptation considering country's vulnerability,

through mitigation must also needs serious attention.

— Society

Book
Paschimbange Panchayat Byabastha- 9270 / 04.03.00 /

BAS

Basu, Asit Kumar

Sub : Local Panchayat

Pub: West Bengal Book Board, Arjya Manson, 6A, Raja

Subodh Mallick Square , Kol-13

Isbn : 81-247-0642-5

2010, 2nd edition, 358p; 140/-

This bokk covers the organisational infrastructure of

panchayat system, administration, activitie, finanace, rela-

tionship of state government with panchayat institutions,

rural judiciary system etc Some suggestions which have

mentioned in 1st edition and  among those some are also

accepted by state government are mentioned in this 2nd

edition.

Bharater Sanbidhan Ebang Er Kramabibartan - 9272 /

04.03.00/ ROY

Roy, Sudhir & Ghosh, Bipattaran

Sub : Constitution / Evolution

Pub: Pragatisheel Prakashak, 37A, College Street,

Kolkata - 700073

2011,400p; 150/-

This book deals with the constitution of India and politics. It

contains 22 chapters and included the following topics - the

characteristics of the constitution of India, Citizen's rights

and dutiy, the relationship of centre and state, central ad-

ministration, central legal dept, state admininistration sys-

tem, state legal council, judiciary system of India, govern-

mental language of India, Election Commission,constitution

and  gradual evolution of constution, local selfgovernance,

state administration, party system, concept of human rights,

religion as power of secularist, women and indian politics,

Tribal of Indian, national integrity.

Bharater Sanbidhan O Sarkar- 9275 /04.03.00/CHA

Chakravarty, Kumaresh

Sub :  Constitutiont/ Government

Pub: Kalyani Publishers, 1/1, Rajinder Nagar, Ludhiana-

141008

Isbn. : 978-81-272-4030-1

2007,3981p; 175/-

This book discusses on the Indian Constitution and Gov-

ernment. Subject wise evaluation also has done with the

discussion and review of subject. Current topics  - gender

politics, women empowerment, women in politics, feminist

movement, environment movement, local government etc

are discused with the former topics. One chapter is on field

work.

Tathyer Adhikar Sankranta Ain, 2005 Ebang Kichu

Prashno O Kichu Uttor- 9277 /04.02.00/ ATI

ATI

Sub :  Right to Information

Pub: ATI, Govt. of W.B, FC Block, Sector III, Salt Lake,

Kolkata - 700106

2008,42p;

 This book presents RTI Act 2005 and some questions and

answers related to this act.

Boichitro-O-samajikBanchana :A Mapping on Dicriminated

Communities Based on Work and Descent- Part 1 - 9267/

04.02.00/ PAR

Parvez, Altaf & Biswas, Ramen(Comp&ED)

Sub. : Community/ Profession/ Social Discrimination
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Pub. : BDERM & Nagorik Uddyog, House No 8/14, Block -B,

Lalmatia Dhaka - 1207, Bangladesh

Isbn. : 978-984-33-1622-6

2010, 95p; 100 Taka

This book ppresents the social position of discriminated

communities in Bangladesh Based on work and

dscent.Near about seventy  commnities are described in

this book.

e- Book
Markets and Rural PovertyBn - E-0710 /14.04.00/ MIT

Mitchell, Jonathan (ed) & Christopher Coles

Sub : Rural Development/ Livelihoods/ Poverty

Pub: Earthscan, 2 park square, Million Park, Abingdon,

Oxon OX14 4RN

2011,291p;

This book addresses one of the most intractable problems

in development - what can poor people in rural areas do to

improvetheir lives? This book focuses on working with seven

disadvantaged rural communities in Africa and Asia to see

how an adapted form of value chain analysis can allow

people to engage with the market in a way that reduces

poverty and benefits women, without damaging the envi-

ronment.

— information & Documentation

Book
Sarvekshana 88th Issue - 9244 /18.04.00/ NSS

National Sample Surveys Organization (NSSO)

Sub : Surveys/ Consumption Expenditure / Livelihoods

Pub: NSSO, Minst. Of Statistics & Prog. Implementation,

GoI, New Delhi

2005, Vol. XXV&XXVI, No. 4 & 1, 183 + 13p;

This issue presents the technical Papers on the report on

Cross-Validation study of estimates of Private Consump-

tion Expenditure Available from Household Survey and Na-

tional Accounts in the 1st part. 2nd part contains summery

and major findings of survey. Part three contains the Hindi

Version of the matter.

Sarvekshana 91st Issue - 9246 /18.04.00/ NSS

National Sample Surveys Organization (NSSO)

Sub : Surveys/ Household Budget / Rural Areas

Pub: NSSO, Minst. Of Statistics & Prog. Implementation,

GoI, New Delhi

2007, Vol.XXVII, No.1 & 2, 129 + 13p;

The 1st part of this issue contains the technical papers on

Indian Household Budget data, Disparities of living in rural

areas and experience ofNssO  on the Pilot Survey on Non-

profit Institutiions Serving Households. 2 nd part presents

summery and major findings of surveys on Disabled

persons in India, Village Facilities, Condition of Urban

Slums.

Sarvekshana 92nd Issue - 9247 /18.04.00/ NSS

National Sample Surveys Organization (NSSO)

Sub : Surveys/ Agri Workers / Health Care

Pub: NSSO, Minst. Of Statistics & Prog. Implementation,

GoI, New Delhi

2005, Vol. XXVII, No. 3 & 4, 141 + 16p;

This issue contains the technical papers related to

engaging of households in agricultural production, some

policies of health care and operation land holding and

ownership of dairy animal in India. 2nd part presents the

smmery and major findings of surveys related to situation

assessment survey of farmers, All India Debt and

Investment, Morbidity, Health Care and the Condition of

the Aged.

Sarvekshana 93rd Issue - 9248 /18.04.00/ NSS

National Sample Surveys Organization (NSSO)

Sub : Surveys/ Consumer Expenditure / Children

Pub: NSSO, Minst. Of Statistics & Prog. Implementation,

GoI, New Delhi

2008, Vol. XXVIII, No. 1 & 2, 84 +11p;

This issue presents technical papers on NSS  Cosumer

Expenditure Survey and Activity profiles of Children in India

in 1 st pare. 2 nd part presents the summery and major

findings of surveys on Household Consumer Expenditure

in India.

Bharatiya Sambadpatrer Ruparekha - 9269 / 19.02.00 /

CHA

Chattopadhyay, Partha (Ed)

Sub. : Journalism / History

Pub. : West Bengal State Book Board, Arjya Manson, 6A

Raja Subodh Mallick Square, Kol-13

Isbn. : 81-247-0657-3

2011, 228p; 130/-

The author presents an outline history of Indian journal-

ism. It covers the pre independence period and also covers

the post independence period- in total sixteen chapters.

Sanbad Sampadana - 9271 / 19.01.00 / BAN

Banerjee, Sourin

Sub. :News / Editing

Pub. : West Bengal State Book Board, Arjya Manson, 6A

Raja Subodh Mallick Square, Kol-13

Isbn. : 81-247-0654-9

2011,186+xxxxvii p; 130/-

This book is on the editing of news in newspapers. The

author writes this book from his experience in editing in

daily newspapers. The methodological changes  in the

field of news editing which have been bought by printing

technology are highlighted with photography in detail and

also the impact of Computer. Different classified works in

news department - examine of news, filtration, distribution

all these are presented here.
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INFORMATION

Our Library Facilities ——

•  Reading

•  Photocopy service for research/educational purpose

•  E-Information Services

•  Weekly Film Show on Development Issues

•  Discussion on Development Issue / Current Topics

•  Using Library on Ecology & Natural Resource Education

•  Participate at Reader’s Meet

•  Assist to Develop Web-site

Borrowing facility
• Video Cassettes

Library using time
• Tuesday to Saturday - 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Compilation of information : Sukla Dev(Mitra), Bikash Dutta

                                                     Design   :   Abhijit Das      Photosetting  :   Sukla Dev (Mitra)

             Published by : Development Research Communication and Services Centre

Project Office - 58A Dharmotala Road, Bosepukur, Kasba,Calcutta - 700 042

Email : drcsc@alliancekolkata.com  |  Phone No. 2442 7311; 2441 1646

 “INDIA RURAL DEVELOPMENT REPORT”

Collated & Compiled By IDFC Rural Development Network

Rural India is undergoing a sweeping transformation. The narratives vary from rural resurgence and expanding

consumption to conflicts, poverty and distress. In this complex and multi-layered context, this Report

attempts to delve into various aspects of rural development. The report provides a comprehensive picture

of current rural India and atttempts to bring together into a single compilation a review and analysis of

topics. It also reviews all major central government rural programmes and schemes and , in particular,

provide an in-depth assessment of the flagship rural employment gurantee programeme, MGNREGA.

  The report covers :-

• Debates on topical issues

• Emperical analysis

• Synthesises literature across a spectrum of issues

• Inspiring stories and innovative models to show what works and what does not

• Policy direction

• Comprehensive rural database
ANNOUNCEMENT

DRCSC  will be present at forth coming 38th

International  Kolkata Book Fair, 2014 (29 Jan-

9 Feb) in Milan Mela Maidan  along with the

ADDA Network members at  Stall No - 132

Price of Report - Rs. 875/-

Contact  : info@orientblackswan.com

or  web site - http://www.idfc.com

All are welcome .


